Notebook 11F

Unclassified notes from the Broome district.
Karrawain - the black stone used for yewarna (hammers); they ground it on some stones called wilmanboo - grindstone.

Boorong speaking

Kabbarleenel = a lot of grandmothers.
Tchallalnel = Banaka cousins
Yaggoonel = Banaka
Ingalboonel = young Banaka
Walgoorajinna = big brothers
Yalloorgarra = Kymera women
Beebeenel = Paljeri own mother's sisters
Goomaljin, Tribal Paljeri mothers.

When the nyungarree come in with the balgy first time and place him in the Wallungarree they carry all their weapons in the dance. They called the white men in the boats or ships they saw passing ngarree. Maioor was the Broome name given to the boats, wan'moor sails.
Jammardin joonoo, persons in the camp fighting. Thammunjooone coming from a long way to fight and will kill anyone. Marow'era send a nilan and fight openly.

Telegram sent to New Norcia Mission, 1907.

DANIEL MACKINTOSH, NEW NORCIA MISSION

JOOBITCH VERY ILL. YBOLYERMAN ILL TOO COME QUICKLY REPLY CANNINGTON POST OFFICE

SANDY BINNARAN

(See beliefs)

Loonga burrungan, when your heart jumps or you feel something is touching you, then a lot of womba are coming.

Mastagur - being called over innocently to another camp and then provoked to quarrel. (southwest)